ANTISTRESS TV CHANNEL

The TV channel is for residents of large cities
who live in the atmosphere of chronic stress.
«Wild Nature» is aimed at combating stress,
at launching a natural self-healing mechanism.
Practise viewing «Wild Nature» daily to
accumulate energy to keep moving forward.

Who we help?

Residents of large cities,
living in the atmosphere
chronic stress, unable to leave
to Nature.

Young mothers who create
the house is natural and safe
an environment for your child.

People regularly practicewe continue working with
consciousness through
yoga and meditation.

Senior managers and mid-level
employees who are experiencing
increased psychoemotional
loads that live in the mode
«time pressure».

Esotericism as an element of practice
thank the Universe and Nature.

Creative intelligentsia
for customization and
inspiration, as a rule, classic
musicians.

How do we help?
Lowering the price
anxiety

Helping you cope
with insomnia

Creating a calm environment
natural atmosphere
in the interior

Increasing your
concentration on issues

Features of the TV channel
HD

> 200 hours

3 270 natural resources
locations on the air —
the result is more
400 expeditions

98% of ether —
nature and
animal world

100%
unique content

New content
4 hours / month and
50 hours / year

Original
audio track
«Sounds of nature»

Compliance
high requirements
technical and artistic
performances

Production experience
and channel delivery
since 2013

No ads

Not just a channel, but a whole world,
which opens up in you
Our channel shows
diverse locations in order to
to make the broadcast diverse,
and viewing content didn't bother
me. Frames switch smoothly and
time after time they become all
more beautiful!

24-hour broadcast will allow you to include
favorite channel at a convenient time for you.
«Wild nature» is always waiting for you!

We show different elements to
create an atmosphere of human unity
with nature. Shots of ringing
spring stream or singing birds
will lift your mood, and the sunset
sun over the sea-will cause a feeling
harmony and tranquility.

At times, the ether makes you smile
and emotion: watch how free animals feel
themselves in their natural environment
it's very interesting and exciting!

Customer feedback
Elena, Moscow

Alexander, Switzerland

Elena, Rostov-on-Don

Great job, thank you! Talented operators.
The beauty is extraordinary. We watch
it from morning to evening, we do not turn
it off at all. Because we work at home. To be
honest, we hardly watch anything else on TV.
We call it «our show». Please continue
to provide more beautiful video works in
high quality!

Good afternoon. I really like the idea
and the quality of your channel.
My family and I watch it together with
great pleasure! I as avideographer myself.
I would like to create similar video materials
of the views of nature. There are many
beautiful things here in Switzerland.
I also often visit Italy. Would it be
possible to cooperate with you?

Hello, dear creators of the channel
«Wild Nature»! I am extremely excited
about this channel, which I recently
discovered for myself. I recommend
it to all of my friends. I watch it whenever
I can. There are no words to express
my gratitude for such a wonderful
TV channel!

Murat, Moscow

Tatiana, Moscow

Boris Mikhailovich, Moscow

Good afternoon, the most wonderful
channel! I'm just not happy that there
is one. Without advertising, you can
immerse yourself in the natural
environment around the clock, restoring
your psychoemotional state!

Thank you! This channel is the only one
I watch – this is my salvation during
the maternity leave. It is very beautiful,
and it is something that we miss so much.
Our children (4 years old and 1.4 years old)
also love to watch Wild nature. I am very
grateful to you for the project.

Thank you very much! You are asking for
suggestions for improving the quality.
But it is unneccessary to impove it!
All the shooting is just a masterpiece.
It's hard to tear yourself away from
watching. It's just a miracle.

Irina, Vladivostok
Your channel is broadcast in Vladivostok, and I am infinitely grateful for the pleasure of watching
wild nature. Thank you for the work of the operators who walk through the mountains and valleys
on our beloved Land! I had no idea how beautiful the nature of Bashkiria is. I've never been there.
And what is the Altai, the Ural Mountains. And it's just great that you don't insert ads into your
content. I do not know the names of the people who make your channel, but I feel deepest
gratitude to them for this work.

How we help
business ReCaMed?

Business in the ReCaMed segment — restaurants, cafes, medical institutions.
«Wild nature» on the screens creates an atmosphere of beauty, comfort and tranquility.
Managers note that the original atmosphere is a key factor in the existence of a highly competitive market.
ReCaMed markets.
From the experience of the Ufanet provider:
«switching» screens of establishments in Ufa to «Wild nature» occurred within 2 years after the launch channel
without marketing efforts. Managers saw the TV channel at home and decided to turn it on in the establishment.
This fact has identified the use of «Wild nature» as another advantage when selling Ufanet communication services
in the ReCaMed segment.

Contact us
Prospekt Oktiabria, 4/2 E, Ufa, Republic of Bashkortostan, Russia
distrib@iridaworld.com

Ufanetgroup.com

+421 233331073

How to get it?
UDP

HLS

Connection sports
in the data center
of Russia (М9, Megialogistika)

Links

License for television broadcasting Series TV No. 30416 dated November 13, 2020, registration certificate.
Mass media El No. FS77-78967 dated August 28, 2020.

